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aspects, better capable, therefore, of grasping the complexity
of human phenomena, or, sometimes, of taking them at their
face-value, as manifestations of the moral, religious, artistic
urge which they profess to be, instead of racking his brains to
find some hidden economic material motive.1
On the strictly Socialist plane Sorel's nearest analogy is not
Marx, but Proudhon; and indeed he fully admits the debt.
Not only are their statements of historical materialism virtually
identical, but so are their whole outlooks on political and
economic problems, their preaching of sexual ethics as essential
to the real emancipation of the workers, of the sanctity of the
family, of the dignity of labour, their belief in the individual
conscience, their praise of an abstract war heroism while de-
testing brute force and the horrors of so-called modern warfare.
The one serious divergence would be in their philosophical
temperament, Proudhon's rationalism being poles asunder
from Sorel's Bergsonian anti-intellectualism.3
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The subsequent history of Sorelism makes it impossible,
however, to limit it to a chapter in Socialist thought. The
philosophy of violence is capable of other than purely prole-
tarian application, and it is a curious fact that Sorel has had
more immediate disciples in the reactionary Right than in the
proletarian Left: the French "Action franfaise " and Italian
Fascism have openly admitted their indebtedness to Sorel, who,
in fact, actually co-operated with the former group for some
time before the war.
On the surface this is obvious enough. We do not refer
1	As, for instance, his handling of Christian history, and of the Reforma-
tion. He could not forgive Marx's attacks on the heroes of the Reformation
and his contempt for Kant.
2	While admitting the existence of a marked4renascence of Proudhonian
conceptions, Sorel maintained it had nothing reasoned or volitional. " But the
less conscious, the more interesting it is, for it shows that Proudhonian thought
has deeper roots in the popular mind than is usually supposed " (Introduction
a FlLconomie moderne, p. 140). Note how the philosophy of the workshop
harmonizes better with the outlook of the small skilled craftsman (who was
in Proudhon's eyes the real pillar of society) than with the ultra-specialized
^factory worker, a mere cog in a gigantic machine, who is the real Marxist
proletarian,
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